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YOUR JOURNEY. OUR PASSION.

BRIDGESTONE OVER TROUBLED WATERS
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The deluge of water could have knocked down the Des Moines
plant, but it was the Engineering and Maintenance teams that turned
this potential catastrophe into a showing of teamwork and ingenuity.
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STYLE

Have you ever watched the popular TV show "Street Outlaws" on cable TV?
Did you know that the Des Moines plant has its own street outlaws? Like the
show, Des Moines racers compete to make it to the top of the list.
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Harvey
Fires tone!
Harvey's 150th birthday
will be on December 20, 2018
and we're throwing a party to usher
in shu tdown. There will be cak e, ice
cream, and gifts for everyone!
SSTTAAYY TTUUNNEEDD TTOO PPLLAANNTT CCOOMMMMUUNNIICCAATTIIOONNSS
FFOORR DDEETTAAIILLSS..
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This engineer
stands at 6'8"

COVER STORY

Bridgestone Over Troubled Waters

The deluge of water could have knocked down the
Des Moines plant, but it was the Engineering and
Maintenance teams that turned this potential catastrophe
into a showing of teamwork and ingenuity.
On June 30, the skies opened and ten inches of rain fell within three hours.
The Des Moines plant – along with many other homes and businesses in the
Des Moines area – took on millions of gallons of water.
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STREET OUTLAWS
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411 ON 310
The annual WOS Ladies Night in May is one of
many undertakings of the WOS Committee. The
annual bake sale takes place in September. Those
proceeds benefit the mammography department at
Broadlawns, making sure that un-and-underinsured
women can get the health screening they need.
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THE SPOON SAVER
"My wife walked in holding up a mangled spoon.
‘Look at this,’ she said. ‘You know what causes that?
It went in the garbage disposal.’ And she left in
a huff and I thought, ‘Why isn’t there something
magnetic to keep that from happening?’”

DSM STYLE
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PUT A PIN IN IT
“Our workforce is so diverse. What if we put up a big
map and let teammates put a pin in it to represent
where they call home?” That question resulted in not
one, but two maps—a US and a world map—being
installed in the main cafeteria hallway.

18

DSM B-WELL UPDATES
It has been a busy summer for our teammates with
all of the B-Well activities that we’ve had planned.
We kicked off the official start of summer with a
Company Bike Social and a Car Show!

Have news for us? Don’t be shy, let us know! We’re always on the lookout for new story ideas.
Our stories are for you and about you. Your input matters! Send an email to: TheRightTrack@bfusa.com

A newsletter for and about BAAG
teammates published quarterly by
Bridgestone Americas Tire
Operations, LLC.
Des Moines Agricultural
Tire Manufacturing Plant
4600 N.W. 2nd Avenue
P.O. Box 1295
Des Moines, IA 50306-1295
515.243.1211
w w w. b f u s a . c o m
Privacy Policy

To opt out of having your name in the Birthdays
or Milestones section, send an email to
T h e R i g h t Tr a c k@ bfusa. com .

Content Writer
Sara Stibitz
This publication was designed by
www.farmboyinc.com

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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From the Plant Manager

FIRST HALF COMPLETE ...
AND WHAT A FIRST HALF IT WAS
As I write this, we are just beginning the month of August. I for one am very glad to get
out of July. Not only did we have a plant shutdown in July, which are always a challenge
to recover from, but we also have the 621 day bin replacement project in full swing, which
hampers our ability to produce mixed stock. And if that wasn’t enough, we had the epic plant
flood that occurred on June 30th and bled into July.
One of the key themes of this newsletter
discusses the flood so I will not spend too
much time on it in this article. However, I
do want to say a heartfelt thank you to all
teammates who helped us recover from the
flood. When I first arrived Sunday morning
and saw the pelletizer basements under
water, I knew that we were in for a rough
ride. I had teammates who had been here
for over 30 years tell me that they had never
seen a flooding this bad in the plant. One
Maintenance teammate guessed that we would
not be back up until August 1st. Nevertheless,
with both teamwork and hard work we were
able to recover from the flood and start up
the plant on time. I honestly do not think that
there is any other tire plant who would have
come up as quickly as we did.Thanks again to
all who made it happen.
Now, onto plant operations. We had a very
successful first half in 2018 in most every
measurable category. Let us take a look at
each individually.
Starting with Safety, we have had a very strong
start this year. After the first half, our Safety
Incident Rate (SIR) is at 2.20; if the year ended
today, that would be the second lowest level
ever. We were also able to complete active
shooter training in the first half, which
came about at the request of some of our
union teammates.

Plus, we began two new joint USW Management
committees that are making great progress on
equipment guarding and lock out tag out.
On the Quality side, we have also had a very
strong start his year. Our loss ratio percentage,
which is the dollar amount of material thrown
away divided by the dollar amount of tires
warehoused, is better than both budget
and prior year. We still have some room for
improvement in this category but trends are
positive. Improving our quality is not only
good business for the plant because
of reduced costs, but most importantly
improved quality is what our customers
expect of the tires that we send them.
We can never be satisfied with our quality…
we must always improve.
On Delivery, it has been a good first half and
we have averaged 103% of ticketed units and
weight. In addition, not only are we putting
units in the warehouse, but we are putting the
right units in the warehouse. Our YTD OTOS
(on time on schedule) score is 94%, which is
one of the highest scores of any Bridgestone
tire plant. Considering the complexity of
the Des Moines plant, that is a very
impressive number.

“I honestly do not think that there is any other tire

plant who would have come up as quickly as we
did. Thanks again to all who made it happen.”

Looking at plant Costs, the plant has done a
good job keeping costs down, which makes
our tires more competitive in the marketplace.
Achieving the daily ticket is a key part to
reducing plant costs on a per pound basis. Also
key is being productive and minimizing what
expense costs we can while still making ticket.
Controlling plant costs is extremely important
as we compete against low cost suppliers
from low cost countries.
Overall, it was a very good first half for the
Des Moines plant.The second half of the year
looks to be very challenging.The Project EVO
sales demand is higher than anticipated, which
means it us up to the plant to fill the increased
orders. We converted our mixing department
to a seven-day operation in July and it will take
several months to hire and train teammates for
the fourth crew. We will also begin the 2019
original budget process in August, which will
give us our first look at the projected 2019
production ticket. We do not expect major
changes from the 2018 ticket but that will
be dependent upon where the sales group
projects the market to be next year.
The road ahead is not any easier. As I used
to tell my boss, nothing ever comes easy out
here on the prairie.The flood was a good
example of that.The only way we have been
able to sustain the Des Moines plant over the
last 70 years is with all teammates working
together. We routinely seem to make the
impossible possible. Let us continue to work
safely, improve on plant quality, increase plant
productivity, and reduce plant costs.That is the
formula for ensuring the Des Moines plant is
here for another 70 years.
Thank you everyone for all of your hard work,
dedication and support.
Greg Halford I Plant Manager
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THE 411 ON
USW LOCAL 310:
What’s Going On
at Local 310

Members of USW Local 310 WOS presenting $1820 check
to Tiffany Allison, Founder & President of the Soaring
Hearts Foundation.

Sisters & Brothers –
Pictured are members of the Women Of Steel Committee (WOS), presenting
their check for $1820 to the Soaring Hearts Foundation. The foundation
passionately advocates for victims of violent crime, across the globe.
Founder and President Tiffany Allison attended the WOS Ladies Night
fundraiser in May of this year. She’s also helped us through tough times
when violence was perpetrated against our own union sisters.
The annual WOS Ladies Night in May is
one of many undertakings of the WOS
Committee.The annual bake sale takes
place in September.Those proceeds
benefit the mammography department
at Broadlawns, making sure that un-andunderinsured women can get the health
screening they need.
WOS also holds gate collections in
September-October that will benefit
needy families come Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Have you ever seen the food
they donate for Thanksgiving?

Every little thing that’s needed for a full
meal is in the bag, from the turkey to
dessert ingredients, and many
side dishes.
Same goes for Christmas – they adopt as
many families as they can and provide
gifts for underprivileged children,
ranging from necessities such as warm
winter clothing to fun things each child
wants, such as toys.

WOS meet the first Friday of each
month, at 2:30pm, at the hall. Swing by
and see what it’s all about – and even if
you can’t attend every meeting, you’re
more than welcome to help at events!
Bake something yummy for the sale…
stand at the gate with your sisters and
collect money…help put together
Thanksgiving ‘baskets’ and/or Christmas
goodie bags.
Our USW Local 310 WOS – making a
difference in the community!
Yours in Solidarity,
Steve Vonk I President
USW Local 310

Call 515-288-9547 / Facebook: USW Local 310 / Stop By 5:30am-4pm, Mon-Fri

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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Plant News

SALES AND MARKETING UPDATE
H a r v e y ’s 150t h Birthda y

Sc ra m b ling f o r a Cu re

Firestone Agriculture celebrated Harvey Firestone’s 150th at Farm
Progress in Boone held from August 28th through August 30th.
FSAG celebration included a green screen photo booth where famers/
participants could choose a background from Harvey’s Farm dating back
to the 1940’s, a history wall detailing the beginning of Firestone AG until
today, and a trivia game to test their knowledge of all things Firestone
AG.The winner of the trivia game each day won a limited edition
collectible Firestone toy tractor.

Firestone AG was a Silver sponsor in this year’s Scrambling for a Cure
golf outing held in Wahpeton, North Dakota.This local tournament
raised over $16,000 for Relay for Life to help find a cure for cancer and
support people battling cancer.

To further enhance farmer’s experiences, FSAG gave away “Harvey
Bucks” to those who participated in a variety of activities while at the
booth including educational sessions, market research, ask the expert,
and the soil compaction hands on learning panel. Harvey Bucks were
redeemed at the booth for Firestone related merchandise.
Each day at lunchtime, Firestone AG had a celebration for Harvey topped
with ice cream and cupcakes.

Pictured is Tom Kline, OK Tire Store manager, Glen Lankow, local
farmer, Shar & Jeff Paur, FSAG Regional Sales Manager.

FALL SAFETY UPDATE

Tyler Hurley, I Safety & Health Coordinator

As we have gotten through the heat of summer, we are quickly approaching fall.
What does this mean? Nothing better than the aroma of home cooking with family
and friends while we celebrate the holidays – but let’s not forget Halloween!
Here are some important safety tips to remember when trick or
treating with your children:

Also just a quick reminder: If you are driving through the
neighborhood, please monitor your speed.This will give you better
reaction time should someone run out in front of you.

»» Preplan your route and neighborhood that you are going to be trick or
treating in.

Most importantly, don’t text and drive.

»» Wear comfortable shoes. Make sure the shoes fit your children’s feet
and can hold up during the walk. Also make sure they are weather
appropriate.

Pumpkin carving is a Halloween and fall pastime. Safety tips to
remember when doing so:

»» Stay well lit. If your child’s costume is all black, take the safety measure
of getting a yellow or orange reflective vest.You can also give them a
flashlight to make sure they are noticeable while out and about.

»» Set up an area that is stable, with a firm surface that is stable. It should
also be accommodating to all heights so everyone can participate.

»» Make sure costumes fit your children. If the costumes are long
and pose a trip hazard, take the time to cut the bottom to an
appropriate length.
»» Avoid masks. As we all know it is exciting to be something else once
a year.Try to avoid masks, however, especially if you are going to a
large event. Masks make it harder for you to be able to quickly identify
your child.
»» Use flexible props. If your child is going to have any type of prop,
make sure it is not rigid.This can pose a hazard if they were to be
run and fall.
»» Do a candy check.This is probably the most important of all. Not only
do you get to take a few Reese’s pieces or Twix, but you get to make
sure that your child has received nothing but a sugar overload.
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»» Use the right tools. We want to make sure we use tools such as knives
properly – cutting away from the body.
»» Get the family involved. We want to make sure everyone is getting in
on the fun.
»» Take your time start early, especially if you have young children, Make
sure you are accommodating for their bedtimes.
»» Light up the creation.There are alternatives to candles that will stay lit
all night just in case you forget to extinguish the candle.
»» Most importantly have fun!!! This is a time to be in the moment and
enjoy with your family.

PUT A PIN IN IT

During the first session of each new hire orientation,
teammates are asked to introduce themselves and tell
us where they’re from. After one such session, Tom
Barragan, HR Section Leader, was intrigued at how many
of the teammates were from states and countries far
removed from Des Moines.
“Our workforce is so diverse. What if we put up a big map and let
teammates put a pin in it to represent where they call home?”That
question resulted in not one, but two maps—a US and a world map—
being installed in the main cafeteria hallway.
Existing teammates have had the opportunity to place their pin in one
of the maps during shift changes. Each new hire class takes a “field trip”
to the maps, and everyone seems to like seeing where our teammates
call home.
Thanks, for the great idea, Tom!
If you have an idea about how to increase teammate
engagement, send an e-mail to baagu@bfusa.com or come
up to Continuous Improvement.
Tom Barragan proudly places
his pin in his hometown of
Mason City, Iowa.

New teammates placing their
pins in the map.

BSA Family Milestones

Evan Eggland, son of Erik (Purchasing) and
Sally, earned the rank of Eagle Scout on Jan 29,
2018 and had a celebration in May. His Eagle
project helped Chichaqua Bottoms Greenbelt
and Polk County Conservation by removing and
disposing almost a mile of barbed wire fencing
on land they recently acquired. He is a member
of Boy Scout Troop 188 in Ankeny and has
earned 42 merit badges (and counting). If you’re
wondering—yes, Evan has earned this high
achievement at age 13. Many scouts wait until
age 17. Congratulations!

Cody West, stepson of Lisa West (Marketing)
and son of Jim West, graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Iowa State University in May with
a degree in Biology. His senior year he was
Student Body President at ISU.
After teaching English and Science to 5th
and 6th graders for eight weeks in Uganda
this summer, Cody is making plans to attend
medical school. Congratulations!

Krista Bainter (Dept. 179) welcomed a new
granddaughter, Kyleigha Kay Allen, born July
21, 2018 at 5:50am. Krista is pictured here with
her son, Johnathan Brewer.
When your family celebrates a milestone,
the BAAG family would like to celebrate
with you! We're interested in news
about births, marriages, graduations,and
special honors in your immediate family-especially Bridgestone teammates'
retirement parties!
Send submissions to
therighttrack@bfusa.com

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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H A P P Y B I R T H D AY

T E A M M AT E S

OCT
Abdulghani Abdulrahim
Michael Anderson
Randy Andrew
Stacy Appelgate
Majid Bahedh
Donald Bales
Wesley Beeghly
Dennis Bolich
John Bond
Scott Brannon
Timothy Breon
Jeff Broders
Thomas Brumback
Brett Campbell
Kevin Carlson
Scott Carter
Boun Chanchom
Tina Chapman
Robert Clausen
Freddie Claytor
Salomon Colunga
James Conley
Adam Cornish
Shane Cotter
Machelle Cutting
Kraig Daugherty
Deanh Den
Dereck Destefano
Chad Dowling
Georgia Draeger
John Finley
Scott Forcht
Charles Fountain
Anastasia Gaye
Sayfort Geayea
Hugh Gieseke
Chris Gist
Douglas Goering
Richard Grant
Steve Greenhorn
Jeannie Gregory
Lorrie Hanifen
Keith Hanson
Timothy Hanson
Hosen Hasna
Brody Heid
Willie Hoof JR
Susan Howell-Spurgeon
John Hughes
Keith Hunter
Denzel Irvin
Kenneth Jackson
Jabbar Jefferson
Shawn Jenkins
John Jennett
Alexander Johnson
Tyna Johnson-Vandenbroeke

Abigail Jones
Kyvong Kanyavimonh
R. Kaplar
Kuley Karlar
Troy Kreuziger
Scott Lafferty
Michael Leffler
Mark Lehman
Melissa Lewis
Jeremy Lewis
Donavan Lindaman
Timothy Linn
Terry Logue
Marc Lovan
Brandon Love
Hien Luong
Terri Lyon
Germaine Manomba
Vance Mattison
Timothy McKnight
Jonathan McMains
Leon McNeal II
Robert Melgoza
Monica Mesecher
James Michels
Dennis Moore JR
Alfredo Muniz
Benjamin Murry
Louis Ngor
Timothy Ohrt
Frank Paulus
Frank Pazzi JR
Terry Petersen
Kent Phongsa
Robert Piehl JR
Spencer Pierce JR
Randy Piper
Zachary Plew
Joseph Pollock
John Reichart
Marco Reyes
Scott Richardson
Stephen Rios
Marcel Robinson
Daniel Robinson
Marcus Robinson
Thomas Rodgers
Jonathan Samson
Clayton Scheve
Christopher Shaffer
Stephen Shelton
Casey Short
Anthony Short
Dean Sigwalt
Teresa Sjulin
Matthew Slocum
Lorensa Sonnek

Mark Sprouse
William Stout
Lance Street
Toulaxay Symuongsong
Khamkeo Sysombath
Kenji Tateishi
Keith Taylor
Montrell Thompson
Stephen Thompson
Robert Thompson
Hoi Tran
Cuong Truong
Olay Tulapah
Shane Twogood
Jeff Tyler
Hang Vong
Darrell Vonrentzell
Dusty Wallace
Caitlyn Wheeler
Jason Wicker
Martellious Young

NOV

Michelle Alexander
Cade Baethke
Joseph Bauman
Keenan Bell
Marcus Bell
Stefan Beme
Eugene Blaser
Joe Bosley
Jeff Bradley
Ted Butcher
James Cam
Richard Carrasco
Bernard Carroll
Steven Clanton
Kelly Coleman
Sherwin Cook
Bruce Corbin
Kerry Cox
Bradley Dales
Youp Den
Gregory Dennis
Darey Douch
Shannon Duchene
Alexander Estayo
Bruce Fleenor
Matt Frank
Jessica Fregozo
William Glunz
Robert Goods

RETIREMENTS
2ND QUARTER 2018
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Walter Green
Amy Gregory
Toby Hall
Alex Hayes
Jenna Hendrickson
Lucas Hernandez
Nathan Hofstadter
Patricia Holdmeyer
Keith Hunter JR
Andrew Hutchinson
Miranda Johnson
Corey Johnson
Deborah Jones
Dennis Kaisand
Anthony Kaplar
David Kolpin
James Lafferty
Anthony Lasala
Matthew Leber
Christina Lehman
Greg Leuschner
Saichellappa Mandiramoorthy
Byron Martinez
Syrathda Mattison
Michael McCallister
Dustin Mckee
Eugene Merritt
Alberto Millan
Jonathon Milledge
Michael Monahan
Roger Navin
Douglas Nixon
Troy Ouverson
Aaron Oviatt
Mary Prescott
James Reasoner
Steven Repplinger
James Roberts
Tammy Roberts
Paul Roczniak
Michael Roth
Brett Russelburg
Amir Serdarevic
Christine Shelton
Ryan Spellerberg
Judd Steben
Ed Steil
Edward Storm
Troy Tabbert
Jerry Tant
Bradley Vanbrogen
Doug Vandyke

Matt Wallace
William Willenborg
Bradley Williams
Habakkuk Williams
Fredrick Williams JR
John Williams JR
Donald Withers
Elizabeth Worley
Ted Worthington
Chris Wulf
Calvin Yakle

Samuel Hall
Todd Hendricks
Eh Htoo
Tyler Hurley
Sabrina Jensen
Jeremiah Johnson
Jason Jordan
Wayne Juasemai
Dollie Kellogg
Kenneth Klingaman
Jesse Knight
Yatta Konah
Phanh Laramek
Scott Long
Franklin Luogon
Justin Mapes
Nicholas Maples
Troy Martin
William Martz II
Ken McDougal
Venita Miller
Pervis Mims
Robert Moore
David Morawski
Ryan Mumm
Donald Murray
Zachary Murray
Charles Navin
Usoro Nkanta
Yassir Noory
Sunny Ogbonnah I
Alfred Opata
Shawn Pepel
Terry Petefish
Vilayvanh Phetpriyavanh
Don Rhoades
David Richardson
Jeff Rynearson
Adam Sampson
Steven Sawyer
Joe Spiewak
Larry Spray II
Steven Sutherland
Kendrick Thedford
Patrick Trotter
Raschawn Turner
Michael Wadden
Diana Walle
Thomas Ward
Jackie Wells
Eugene Wento
Noah White
Nathan Wright
John Yori
Darlington Ziaty

DEC
Mahmoud Adam
Amit Agarwal
Mohamed Atroon I
Christopher Beahr
Terry Bickford
Robbie Boggess
Derek Bolles
Brandt Bronnenberg
Eric Buckner
Chau Bui
Shalavah Bundu
Aaron Burris
Coryon Byerly
Kerry Carlberg
Christopher Chapman
Laurie Chapman
Trenton Cosner
Timothy Cox JR
Robert Craig
Walter Dade III
Lisa Dales
Bryan Davies
Brandon Davies
David Debruyn
Daniel Eichhorn
Dana Elifritz
Jairus Estayo
Steven Felder
Daniel Finnegan
Richard Floyd
William Frantz
Dennis Fritz
Andrew Gabel
Jason Gabler
Jahmel Gant
Dustin Garver
Rufus Gbieor JR
Aaron Gweah

Phillip Andeberg

831

41 years of service

Frank Askvig

159

23 years of service

Wayne Birkinbine

412

30 years of service

Douglas Bronner

651

23 years of service

Christopher Cantwell

123

30 years of service

Keith Carpenter

931

30 years of service

Kathy Dare

412

6 years of service

MILESTONES

FROM
5 YEARS
TO
40 YEARS,
THANK YOU
FOR ALL THAT
YOU DO.

40 years

15 years

Russell Page

831

10/23/1978

Kim Vanderlinden

401

10/7/2003

Jeffery Jackson

145

10/24/1978

Barry Zeiser

412

11/5/2003

Jay Manning

412

11/8/1978

Shannon Duchene

248

11/5/2003

Bounmy Lovan

179

11/5/2003

Lucas Hernandez

179

11/5/2003

Gregory Brown

831

11/5/2003

Joseph Lease

179

12/3/2003

Durwin Reed

179

12/3/2003

Charles Navin

714

12/3/2003

Willie Taylor

831

12/3/2003

35 years
Gregory Halford

900

10/26/1983

30 years
Steven Daniels

831

10/17/1988

Andrew Hutchinson

231

11/1/1988

Khamkeo Sysombath

139

11/21/1988

Dale Hopkins

159

11/21/1988

Michael McGonigle

139

10/8/2008

Stephen Shelton

159

11/21/1988

Yassir Noory

426

10/29/2008

Brian Kent

169

11/21/1988

Joseph Eddy

426

10/29/2008

Douglas Bachmann

179

11/21/1988

Thomas Barragan

912

11/3/2008

Lynn Cox

412

12/12/1988

Jairus Estayo

179

11/12/2008

Scott Vonstein

178

12/12/1988

Paul Johnson

831

11/24/2008

Nouane Sylalom

231

12/12/1988

Barry Downs

831

11/24/2008

Lott Phanrisvong

231

12/12/1988

Shawn Sampson

176

12/17/2008

Mark Bishop

239

12/12/1988

Kabbashi Kadfor

139

12/17/2008

Terry Petersen

831

12/17/2008

Edward McClelland

831

12/17/2008

Jeffrey Wittmer

831

10/17/2013

Jerry Wynn

159

11/11/2013

Donald Ritter II

159

11/11/2013

Robert Lindsey

793

11/11/2013

Paul Bowers

426

12/2/2013

Calvin Yakle

426

12/2/2013

20 years
Keenan Bell

831

10/26/1998

Justin Wheeler

179

11/6/1998

James Conley

178

11/9/1998

Phillip Clark

179

12/7/1998

10 years

5 years

Lance Dare

412

20 years of service

Debra Parker

178

30 years of service

Norman Seiser

426

30 years of service

Jim Debartolo

931

31 years of service

Louis Pazzi

269

30 years of service

Gregg Tomlinson

178

30 years of service

Paul Graham

231

43 years of service

James Reisman

831

39 years of service

Charlie Wallace

512

39 years of service

Doris Hall

422

30 years of service

Rodney Roff

831

28 years of service

Sherrie Wallace

512

43 years of service

Michael Maertens

512

30 years of service

Dick Roth

748

9 years of service

Warren Young

831

30 years of service

Lawrence Mally

139

23 years of service

Craig Schuchhardt

426

20 years of service

Mark Ott

179

30 years of service

Khay Seneaphay

178

30 years of service

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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MEET NE W T E A M MAT E S
What did you do before joining the
Bridgestone team?

Mahmoud Adam 159
Worked in a meat company
? I’m a polite and kind man, I love to
share and help others.
Abdalla Abdenabei (124) friend

? What are some interesting facts
about you?

Marc Grant 401
I was a Tech 1 at Heska, machine operator
and forklift driver.
? I’m a hard working, dedicated person, and
enjoy learning new things.
Ivy Morelock (Warehouse), mother.

Abdellatif Aitjdida 248
I was a heavy equipment operator at
Fairfield Castings.

Angela Baker 412
Worked in a factory and CNA as well
as DSP
? I’m a hard worker, and a leader.

Aaron Burris 159
I worked at Wells Fargo.
? I’m a hard and reliable worker and a
fast learner.
Dean Vantassel (178), grandfather

Walter Dade III 428
Water rescue 9 years, Lee county
? I like fishing and hunting.

Gina Deardorff 159
General Manager of two convenience
stores. Shipping/ Receiving at Kohl’s
Distribution Center for 7 years
? I play two instruments: drums and piano.
I love skydiving!

Do you have any relatives or close
friends that work here?

Dewann McCaleb
Retired Army, postal office
? I’m friendly and a leader.

Corey McMillian 412
I worked for an electric supply company.

Jimmy Gray 954
Electrician, Controls Tech and
Maintenance Manager
? I’ve been a volunteer firefighter for
ten years. I love fishing and spending
time outdoors.

Eh Nay Htoo 412
I worked at Hormel Foods
? I think my names are interesting, and
I’m skilled at working.

Tyler Hurley Safety
Safety Specialist for Termaclime
Technologies, oversaw 140 people and
handled all health, environmental, safety,
and security functions.
? I love sports, the Pittsburgh Penguins are
my favorite hockey team. I moved here to
Des Moines from Oklahoma City.

Dollie Kellogg 412
Print Finish Technician for 11 years at
Wells Fargo
? I love to read fantasy. I’m a mom of 8
and grandma of 7.

? I get along with everyone. I have to
watch football.

Deonte Mosley 412
I was a sales associate at TJ Maxx.
? I’m from Charleston, South Carolina. I
serve in the US Air National Guard.

Abdelkarim Musa 412
I worked for Trident Seafoods.
? Cooperation and teamwork are important
to me.
Abdalla Abdelnabei (124), friend.

Usoro Nkanta 159
I worked at UPS.
? I love watching sports, and have a good
sense of humor.

Sunny Ogbonnah 124
I worked with Mosaic as a Direct Support
Assistant and a CMA
? I’m a good team player, nice, and
hard working.

Tim Linn, friend.

“I’m the youngest girl of 7 children. I go paintballing every weekend
and once a year I go to a tournament in Oklahoma.”
Gabrielle Shiner
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“I love to play softball. I’m an avid Harley Davidson enthusiast and
I raise money for the A Hospital every year by raffling off tattoo time
and a big chili cook-off.”
Whitney Smith

Alfred Opata 159
I was an inventory clerk.
? I’m smart and innovative in concept
development. I’m a team player and sociable.
I respect the views of other above all.

Kavin Roberts 159

Tony Smith IT

Marquis Taylor 248

State of Iowa OCIO contractor for end
user services.
? I play guitar, and work with leather for a
hobby.
Scott Kaplar (Crib), brother-in-law;
Anthony Kaplar (179), nephew; Nick Maples
(269), niece’s husband

I worked at Homemakers.
? I’m a people person, and hard working.

Marcus Robinson 159
Worked with VSI at the Bridgestone plant
? I’m fun to work with and like to learn
new things. I’m a hard worker and at times
an overachiever.

Gabrielle Shiner 793

Whitney Smith 412
I ran a screen-printing press. Embroidery
supervisor, Corrections Officer, and worked
for Bunn-O-Matic
? I love to play softball. I’m an avid Harley
Davidson enthusiast and I raise money for
the A Hospital every year by raffling off
tattoo time and a big chili cook-off.
Brett Cox (426), friend.

Saybea Tarlesson 124

? I’m the youngest girl of 7 children. I go
paintballing every weekend and once a year
I go to a tournament in Oklahoma.

Production—molding operator,
warehouse production worker, machine
operator.
? I’m a good, hard worker, capable of
handling multiple responsibilities and tasks.
I have a great concern for safety. I’m able to
maintain regular and reliable attendance.

Quaiwea Slebo 248
Service technician
? I’m a barber who cuts hair on weekends.
Dada Slebo (426), brother.

Tennille Smith 412
I worked at Iowa Events Center.
? I have four children, three girls and one
boy. I love to cook.

? I am honest and outspoken, and a
hard worker.

Marques Turner 248
I was a forklift operator.
? I like smoking meat, and watching sports.

Mostly cashier jobs, my most recent job
was at Aramark.

Shawn McFadden (Curing),
brother-in-law;

Domino’s pizza/delivery driver

Keetha Temple 248
I worked at Homemakers warehouse.
? I’m a people person and like to work.
I’m easy to get along with.
Isaac Newsome (412), cousin.

Linda Wood (412), aunt; Shanae Turner
(412), cousin.

Janice Twum 412
I worked as a general laborer and also as
a CNA.
? I am a Jehovah Witness and I respect my
religion. I’m a quiet person. I may be serious
but I love people and can work
with everyone.

Adam Waters 179
Union laborer, Local 177
? I like to fish and watch movies.

Caitlyn Wheeler 248
I attended college at Iowa State for
Apparel Design & Sustainability
? I’m a creative individual—anything
within the arts interests me. I’m big with
sustainability/ ethical products/ lifestyle.
Justin Wheeler, Union-Div. Chairman,
father; Josh Wheeler, uncle; Debbie and Kirk
Jones, grandmother/grandfather

Gonpue Tokpa 123
I drove a forklift for Continental Datalabel.
? I’m energetic and like working on a team.
Kavin Roberts (159), friend

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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STREET
OUTLAWS D S M

STYLE
Have you ever watched the popular TV show "Street Outlaws" on cable TV?
Did you know that the Des Moines plant has its own street outlaws? Like the show,
Des Moines racers compete to make it to the top of the list.
Local Union President Steve Vonk races a corvette powered by a 600+ cubic inch motor on nitrous oxide, in the big-tire classes, in no-prop
and grudge races in the midwest. Vonk says it's not uncommon for these cars in this class to be pushing over 2000 horsepower.
"Racing these cars on unprepped tracks can get pretty hairy at times," he
says. At a recent event at I29 Speedway, there were three cars that crashed
hard into the wall, one narrowly missing Vonk's car.

Street racing, like any type of racing, is dangerous and also illegal. Back in
the day it was not uncommon to have several hundred people show up at
midnight at some desolated spot to race on Friday or Saturday night.

Paul Johnson, Maintenance, races a Mustang with a big cubic inch Chevy
motor on nitrous that runs on small drag radial tires. Harnessing that much
horsepower on small tires is quite a feat. Paul has a new combination that
is currently as fast as anything in his class and he has a lot more power
available in his tune up.

Troy Spaulding, Maintenance, was one of the top racers in the area who
would take on all comers with his big block nitrous powered corvette.

There has been a trend in Central Iowa to move the racing off the streets
and onto the track. "Street racing in Des Moines kind of dried up a few years
ago," Vonk says. "It's a good thing that we have these new events that allow
us to compete in a much safer environment."

Another maintenance employee, Dan Welch, was also one of the big hitters
in the area with his beautiful red Chevelle powered by a big block nitrous
motor. Dan is still a part of the street scene in Des Moines.
Vonk won’t be quitting anytime soon. “Some of the nicest people I have
ever met have been through racing. Almost anybody would give
you the shirt off their back,” he says.
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By Sara Stibitz

BRIDGESTONE
OVER TROUBLED
WATERS
DES MOINES RECOVERS
FROM EPIC FLOOD

Water is unique for its variety of
qualities; it can nourish, grow, cook,
clean, provide cool fun on a hot
day, but it also has the potential for
destruction. And while the deluge
of water could have knocked down
the Des Moines plant, it was the
Engineering and Maintenance teams
that turned this potential catastrophe
into a showing of teamwork and
ingenuity.

On June 30, the skies opened and ten inches of rain fell within
three hours.The Des Moines plant – along with many other
homes and businesses in the Des Moines area – took on
millions of gallons of water.
Several teammates who had worked in the plant for 30+ years
told Plant Manager Greg Halford that this was the worst
flooding they had ever seen..
CONTINUE >>

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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“I’m originally from Phoenix, Arizona,
where we get maybe six inches of rain a year.
So ten inches in three hours? That was crazy,”
said Adam Wiseman, Emergency Maintenance
Supervisor.
“Months of preparation had led us towards the
beginning of the July 2018 shutdown when
we were scheduled to work and complete
over 200 jobs within the 10-day span. All of
that changed that night when
the North Alley flooded from the record
breaking rain,” said Harsh Jha, Plant Engineer.
While Halford had been given alarming
updates throughout the night, those updates
paled in comparison to what he saw with his
own eyes the next morning.
“To say it was a mess would be an
understatement,” Halford said.“The mixing
basement was flooded to the top step of the
alley, and the water in the basement was oily
due to flooding the motors.”

In addition, the power house basement was
flooded to the top step of the main floor,
and the majority of the Unistage TAMs
pits were flooded with water. Emergency
generators were running and the plant only
had partial power.
“There was water everywhere on the plant
floor, so even walking from point A to point
B was an adventure,” said Halford.“And to add
insult to injury, it was HOT.”
While the damage was certainly disheartening,
the teamwork of the those involved in
the clean-up effort was the silver lining to
the storm clouds. It was all hands on deck
for Maintenance, Engineering, and several
contractors who came in to aid in the effort.

According to Wiseman, teammates pumped
out over a million gallons of water in the first
24 hours alone. When Halford arrived early
Sunday morning, the process of pumping
out the pelletizer pits had already begun.
Teammates were cleaning up floors with
scrubbers or with handheld squeegees.
Additional contractors had been contacted and
brought in for support, and most importantly,
the team was already making plans to recover
from the flood.
The team immediately shifted their focus from
shutdown projects to flood recovery. Over
the next eight days, the team held scheduled
meetings twice per day (or more) so everyone
stayed up-to-date on the progress.

“With no prescribed handbook or a playbook
to fall back on for these type of events,
everyone had to step up, follow the plan, and
execute the changed schedule to get the plant
out of the backlash of the downpour while
keeping Safety, Customer, and Team in mind,”
said Jha.

“This event validates that the DSM team believes and lives the Bridgestone philosophy of being ‘Dan-Totsu’ as they

showed quick thinking, selfless hard work, and team spirit along with tenacity to get us through the perils of the
floods and getting back into the normality of everyday manufacturing.” Harsh Jha
14
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BEFORE

AFTER

Because only one half of the plant had power,
coordination between projects was critical.
While the team made incredible progress,
there were moments of setback.“Many times
it was two steps forward and one step back.
But never did I see the Maintenance or
Engineering teams get discouraged. If you
ever wanted to see the true definition of what
a dedicated and motivated teammate looked
like, you would have seen it during those
eight days,” Halford said.
To give you an idea of the extent of work
done by the team, over 1.5 million gallons
of water were pumped out of the plant
to get it ready to run.There were nearly
16,000 man-hours worked between salaried
and production teammates, as well as the
contractors, in just eight days. Hundreds of
motors, transformers, cables, switches, etc.
were removed and replaced. Control boxes
had to be rewired.The list could go on.
“Incredibly, the plant started up as scheduled.
In fact, we built ticket on the very first
day from startup. Were there still ongoing
challenges? Absolutely. As I told my boss,
on startup day we weren't out of the woods
yet but we could at least see the tree line,”
Halford said.
Even more amazing is the fact that during
the shutdown, the plant had zero recordable
injuries and zero reportable environmental
instances.This is in spite of the fact that
teammates were continually doing non-routine
activities, which is where many injuries occur.
“Everyone worked together as a team to get
the plant up and running, and it couldn’t have
been done without the efforts of each of the
teammates,”Wiseman said.
“This event validates that the DSM team
believes and lives the Bridgestone philosophy
of being ‘Dan-Totsu’ as they showed quick
thinking, selfless hard work, and team spirit
along with tenacity to get us through the
perils of the floods and getting back into the
normality of everyday manufacturing,” Jha said.
“What the DSM team accomplished in those
eight days was nothing less than phenomenal.
The amount of teamwork exhibited was
extraordinary. I don't know that any other
plant could have accomplished what the DSM
team did in those eight days,” Halford said.
Thanks to everyone who played a part in
getting the DSM plant through the flood and
back in the business of making tires.
Making DSM Proud

“To say it was a mess would be an understatement. The mixing basement was flooded

to the top step of the alley, and the water in the basement was oily due to flooding
the motors.” Greg Halford

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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Spoon Saver

On Thursday morning, January 4, 2018, it was 19 degrees below zero in Des Moines, and
Anthony Short (Dept. 159) was stuck at home because his car wouldn’t start. “I never miss
work,” Anthony says, “but there I was, sitting in my recliner watching the news, and my wife
walked in holding up a mangled spoon. ‘Look at this,’ she said. ‘You know what causes that?
It went in the garbage disposal.’ And she left in a huff and I thought, ‘Why isn’t there
something magnetic to keep that from happening?’”
And just like that,The Spoon Saver was born, and
Anthony’s life hasn’t been the same since.
Anthony is savvy enough to know that there are a
lot of scams out there, and a lot of good (and bad)
ways to get an idea patented.
He did his research, contacted the Better Business
Bureau, and e-mailed a company called Invention
Home, who helps people go through the steps to
patent ideas and market them to companies.
On January 7, he called his good friend of almost
twenty years, fellow Bridgestone teammate Ron
Crabtree.“I’ve got something I want you to look
at,” Ron recalls Anthony saying.“I want to own
and make a device that would save a spoon from
going down a garbage disposal. Would you want
to be part of that?” It didn’t take Ron any time to
say yes.
On January 8, just four days after Anthony’s
inspiration, Invention Home came calling.
Anthony had been checking his e-mail at every
opportunity, and his wife texted him at work.
“They’ve called three times.They want to talk
to you.”
The representative from Home Invention said
they’d never heard of anything like this, and
thought Anthony was really on to something.
Anthony asked Ron to start sketching a design.
“How do we want this to work? What if we did
this?” they asked themselves. Being steeped in a
“safety first” work environment, the two agreed
that it was dangerous to stick a hand or anything
else in the disposal to retrieve an item—and by
then, the damage was done. So they turned their
focus to a prevention design.

“Our device is adjustable and will fit

any disposal. It will never fall down,
and doesn’t go into the garbage
disposal. It works with metal,
stainless, plastic, rubber,
and synthetic.”
Anthony Short
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The idea has another element of genius—not
only will it save utensils, rings, and anything else
that goes in a disposal from being ruined, but it
will also eliminate the need to replace broken
disposal parts—or the entire thing.
Ron started playing with it, putting stuff together,
and the first demo he built was with a pop can
and some earth magnets, then he graduated to
a metal can with an interlocking magnet design.
“For two or three weeks, I went back and forth,
ten minutes here, twenty minutes there.”
There were a lot of hoops to jump through,
and getting the patent was the big step, which
became official on May 1, 2018.“From January
7 to May 1, we couldn’t talk to anybody about it
except each other,”Anthony says.

“There are five patents out there that are similar,
they have the same principle, but they’re
nowhere near like this.They’re on the books, but
not on the market. We patented our 30-degree
interlocking system, that’s locked down and it’s
ours. Our device is adjustable and will fit any
disposal. It will never fall down, and doesn’t go
into the garbage disposal. It works with metal,
stainless, plastic, rubber, and synthetic. It’s selfsustaining, interlocking with a multi-functional
handle. We’re looking to hit both markets—
new and replacement, for commercial and
residential sinks.
Until now, Ron has stayed a silent partner so that
he could talk with people, gather data, and get
honest feedback.“Right now, 33 companies have
looked at it, and it’s being marketed actively.The
provisional patent is locked down for a year, and
we can’t change the verbiage or anything else,”
Ron says.They also did some market research.
“We talked with 150 people, and only two said
they wouldn’t buy it because they don’t own a
garbage disposal. But when we told them about
the product, they said they would go out and buy
a disposal so they could buy the product!”
“People always ask us why we don’t go on ‘Shark
Tank,’”Anthony says.“People don’t realize what a
big cut those guys take. Going this way, we have
a lot of options.”They’re waiting for someone
to either buy the patent outright or lease it, in
which case both men would get money up front
and quarterly royalties.
“We’re in the process of locking it down for
twenty years, working with patent lawyers.
We don’t know if it’s going to sell, but if we sell
the patent, we’ll keep a percentage of it,” Ron
says.“We want to get the product out there.
Right now we have six hardware stores and two
major chains that will stock and sell it, with no
overhead. So who needs Shark Tank?” he says with
a smile.
Anthony shakes his head as if he still can’t believe
it.“If it hadn’t been cold that morning, if the car
had started, I wouldn’t have been home to see my
wife with that spoon. And I wouldn’t have had
that idea.You just never know.”
Stay tuned to The Right Track for an update! We’ll
tell you when and where you can get your very
own Spoon Saver.

SPECIAL DELIVERY
On the last Wednesday of August,
Labor Relations Section Leader
Tom Barragan got a phone
call from the front gate.
“There’s someone here who
has an award for you. From the
Department of Defense.” Say what?

Tom couldn’t imagine what it could be about. For a moment, he
wondered if it was a joke. But it wasn’t. It turned out that a
Des Moines teammate had nominated Tom for the Patriotic Employer
award. Scott Little, representing the Iowa Committee for Employer
Support of the Guard and Reserve, was indeed here to present the
award to Tom.
“Tom accommodated me with all the leave days, and worked with
my schedule from Firestone,” the teammate, who has worked here
for several years, stated in the nomination.“I am in debt for how he
helped me with the time that I missed work. I deployed in 2016 and
Tom again helped me with everything, and he still helps me with
everything now.”
The award hangs proudly in Tom’s office, and reads that he is being
awarded as a “Patriotic Employer for contributing to National
Security and protecting liberty and freedom by supporting
employee participation in America’s National Guard and
Reserve Force.” Both Tom and Bridgestone are now eligible to be
nominated for similar, higher awards.
Tom was surprised and deeply moved by the recognition.
“I’m just doing my job,” he says.That may be so, but it also helps
our teammates in uniform to be able to do their job defending
our country.

“I am in debt for how he helped me with the time that I missed
work. I deployed in 2016 and Tom again helped me with
everything, and he still helps me with everything now.”

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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U p d a t e s
Samantha Peterson I Plant Coordinator

Bike Social

It has been a busy summer for our teammates
with all of the B-Well activities that we’ve had
planned. We kicked off the official start of
summer with a Company Bike Social!
The event was held at Confluence Brewery and included a light lunch
as well as dessert at the Outside Scoop food truck.The Anywhere Bike
Shop was also available for any bike repairs that were needed. Overall,
we had approximately 20 teammates and their family members ride to
Captain Roy’s. It was a beautiful day and a great time with teammates!
At our teammate’s request, we hope to plan more company bike socials
in the future!

Car Show

It was a hot day for the car show this year,
but that didn’t stop close to 30 teammates from
bringing their “beauties” in for our annual show!
Beauties consisted of everything from modern
day Mustangs and Convertibles to classic Monte
Carlos and Porsches.
We even had Micro Sprint cars and Harleys! There was something
to fit everyone’s style.Teammates enjoyed hot dogs and chips while
supporting Children & Families of Iowa’s (CFI) Domestic Violence
programs with free-will donations. In total, we raised $472.10 in
support of these programs.
Attendees also had the opportunity to vote for “Best of Show.” Gift
cards were awarded to the following top place winners:
»» Automobile 1st Place: Mark Kendall – 73 Z28 Camaro
»» Automobile 2nd Place: Roger Mills - 1934 Ford Coupe
»» Motorcycle 1st Place: Kenny McDaniel – 2002 Custom Chopper
Thanks to all of the teammates who participated this year!
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REMEMBER THIS DYN AMIC DUO?
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BAL SLOGAN
Work Towards
Our Goal of

“DAN-TOTSU”
Through
Effective Communication,
Teamwork, &
a Sense of Ownership.
Group CEO/Group COO

Your Feedback Moves Us Forward!
A big thank you to all of you who took time out of your schedules to take the 2018
Bridgestone Teammate Engagement Survey. It is your feedback that will help us continue
moving forward and making the Des Moines plant an even better place to work.
We look forward to hearing what
improvements you have liked and feel we
should continue. We also look forward to
receiving feedback on what improvements
will help us to be better.
Our new survey vendor, Korn Ferry, is busy
compiling all of the survey data collected.
They will organize the results and send them
back to us so that we can review them at the
plant level.

Once we receive that data, as in the past, we will look to teammates
from across the plant to help make sense of the data and to identify our
greatest opportunities.
If you are interested in being considered for participation in the next
round of data analysis, please reach out to your manager, Jesus Escobedo,
or Alissa Russelburg.

Stay up to date and share your own content on BAAG.com
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KNOW?
Our school supply
drive for Oak Park
Elementary was a
great success!
Teammates donated a
mountain of supplies,
backpacks, and rainy day
games for the classroom
and over $300 in cash with
which we were able to
purchase more supplies.
Thank you for your generosity that will
help many children have a great start to
the school year.

